Abstract: Although proteins populate large structural ensembles, X-ray diffraction data are traditionally interpreted using a single model. To search for evidence of alternate conformers, we developed a program, Ringer, which systematically samples electron density around the dihedral angles of protein side chains. In a diverse set of 402 structures, Ringer identified weak, nonrandom electron-density features that suggest of the presence of hidden, lowly populated conformations for >18% of uniquely modeled residues. Although these peaks occur at electron-density levels traditionally regarded as noise, statistically significant (P < 10 25 ) enrichment of peaks at successive rotameric v angles validates the assignment of these features as unmodeled conformations. Weak electron density corresponding to alternate rotamers also was detected in an accurate electron density map free of model bias. Ringer analysis of the high-resolution structures of free and peptide-bound calmodulin identified shifts in ensembles and connected the alternate conformations to ligand recognition. These results show that the signal in high-resolution electron density maps extends below the traditional 1 r cutoff, and crystalline proteins are more polymorphic than current crystallographic models. Ringer provides an objective, systematic method to identify previously undiscovered alternate conformations that can mediate protein folding and function.
Introduction
Proteins populate structural ensembles that mediate folding, 1 ligand binding, 2 catalysis, 3,4 signaling, 5 and evolution. 6 Recent developments in NMR spectroscopy have provided new insights into the relationship between structure, function, and dynamics. 7 X-ray crystallography complements these techniques by providing detailed structural data on the nature of conformational polymorphism. The interpretation of protein dynamics from crystal structures is traditionally limited to direct observation of conformational differences in independent molecules within the same asymmetric unit 8 or independent crystal structures. 9, 10 In addition, proteins in crystals exchange hydrogens with solvent, 11 undergo reversible conformational changes, 12 and catalyze chemical reactions as complex as DNA polymerization. 13 These and many other examples indicate that many proteins in crystals can undergo small-and large-scale motions and populate diverse conformations. 14, 15 In contrast to this evidence for conformational polymorphism, $95% of residues in the crystal structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) are modeled by a single conformation. Crystal structures are typically built by interpreting electron density maps at 1 standard deviation (r) greater than the mean electron density of the unit cell. This 1 r level is often considered to approximate the boundary between the signal from the molecule and the noise in the electron density map. 16 At high resolution, disorder can be modeled explicitly with the placement of alternate conformers into the electron density. To describe localized motions, atoms are assigned B factors (also known as atomic displacement parameters, Debye-Waller factors, or thermal factors) that represent a Gaussian decay of the electron density of the modeled atoms. To represent large-scale and collective motions, refinement may also include grouped anisotropic B factors. 17 Because they combine contributions from motions, static disorder and model errors, however, B factors can disguise discretely disordered alternate side-chain and main-chain conformations. [18] [19] [20] To account for broader structural diversity, recently developed methods leverage unsupervised automatic refinement programs to build many models simultaneously into the electron density. 21, 22 A computational method that explores large numbers of side-chain conformations to more fully explain electron density has also been described. 23 These methods, however, are subject to model bias and local errors in individual models. 24 In addition, despite the addition of numerous atoms to the structural model, these methods generally afford only limited improvements in the R cryst and R free values.
Concerns that the reduced ratio of experimental observations to refined parameters can lead to models that are over-fitted when compared to individually refined structures, especially at moderate or low resolution, have historically limited the adoption of multicopy refinement methods. 25 Moreover, these broadened ensembles still do not capture the full range of structures accessible to proteins as evidenced by independent crystal structures or solution NMR experiments. To determine if electron density maps contain signals for small populations of alternate side-chain conformations, we developed a computational method, Ringer. Ringer automatically samples electron density around the side-chain dihedral angles (v) of a structural model and identifies peaks that correlate with structural features. Using Ringer, we uncovered evidence suggesting unmodeled, alternate conformations in over 18% of side chains in a diverse set of 402 high-resolution structures. Evidence for small populations of alternate rotamers was also detected in an unusually accurate, experimentally phased electron density map, indicating that the signals from these low-occupancy conformers do not arise from phasing artifacts or model bias. Ringer also identified changes in side-chain ensembles in high-resolution structures of calmodulin (CaM) in both an open state and bound to a peptide, suggesting these motions are related to folding and substrate recognition. These alternate structures provide a more dynamic picture of protein conformation and ligand binding. In general, these results indicate that systematic sampling of weak electron density features reveals conformational diversity in electron density maps that has been overlooked by traditional model building and refinement practices. These newly characterized conformations can be used to provide insights linking side-chain dynamics with protein function.
Results

The Ringer procedure
We developed the program Ringer to systematically sample electron density maps in rings around each side-chain dihedral angle [ Fig. 1(A) ]. Sampling positions for C, O, N, and S were defined using idealized bond lengths and angles that extend between the third and fourth atoms of the dihedral angle (e.g., between the b and the c atoms for v 1 ). Preliminary analysis of high-resolution structures revealed three general trends in the Ringer plots of electron density versus v angle: residues with a single peak in the electron density [ Fig. 1 (B.I)], residues with multiple peaks that are already modeled as multiple conformations [ Fig. 1 (B.II)] and residues with multiple peaks that are modeled as a single conformation [ Fig. 1(B.III) ]. The second and third highest peaks of uniquely modeled residues generally occur at electron density levels below 1 r. We sought to establish whether this range of electron density, often disregarded as noise, contained meaningful information about alternate conformations.
Numerous unmodeled alternate conformers in a large data set
To assess the generality and significance of the weak secondary peaks of uniquely modeled residues, we ran Ringer on 402 high-resolution ( 1.5 Å ) crystal structures from the Protein Data Bank. Omit electron-density maps 27 were analyzed to reduce the effects of model bias. We used Ringer to sample the dihedral angles of $67,000 side chains that are unbranched at v 1 (i.e., Ser, Gln, Asn, Glu, Asp, Arg, Lys, Met, Cys, Leu, Phe, Tyr, Trp, and His). Because Ringer identifies alternate conformations based on electron density peaks other than the modeled the primary peak, we excluded from this analysis bbranched residues (Ile, Val, and Thr) that show two intense v 1 Ringer peaks. We also excluded residues that are currently modeled in multiple conformations (5.1% of the side chains). Of the uniquely modeled residues analyzed, 31.6% had more than one peak at greater than the mean electron density for each map (0 r). These secondary and tertiary peaks of uniquely modeled residues generally occur at electron density levels below 1 r [ Fig. 2 Table I ). The increasing frequency of secondary peaks at successive v angles suggests that the peaks correspond to alternate conformations rather than hydrogen atoms, as longer side chains are less constrained away from the backbone. In total, Ringer discovers at least one secondary peak !0.3 r for 18.5% (12,476/67,487) of all uniquely modeled side chains analyzed in the test set. If these peaks represent minor conformers and not noise, then the distribution of peaks in dihedral space should be nonrandom and biased towards lowenergy rotational isomers (rotamers). [28] [29] [30] Indeed, the distribution of secondary v 1 peaks !0.3 r is strongly enriched at the rotameric angles of 60, 180, and 300 [ Fig. 3(A) ]. The tertiary peaks show a Figure 2 . Analysis of a test set of 402 high-resolution structures suggests a lower threshold for defining sidechain electron density. (A) Distribution of Ringer peak heights at the CAC bond length for primary (solid), secondary (short dash), and tertiary peaks (dash) for residues that are unbranched at v
1
. In comparison to the alanine primary electron density peak heights (dot), also sampled at CAC bond length, the secondary and tertiary peaks of longer side chains are enriched above 0.3 r. (B) Lower electron density threshold that enriches for heavyatom over hydrogen contributions at the CAC bond length. Discovery rate, calculated as the ratio of the number v 1 secondary electron density peaks (normalized by the total number of v 1 side chains) to alanine primary electron density peaks (normalized by the total number of alanines), is plotted versus the lower electron density cutoff (r). data not shown). Thus, both the comparison to alanine residues and the rotameric angular distributions suggest that Ringer peaks !0.3 r may reflect contributions from alternate conformations of side chains. These results suggest that these previously undetected, low-occupancy conformations are widespread in protein crystals.
Ringer peaks are correlated at v1 and v2
The conclusion that the alternate v ). The electron density map was calculated at 1.1 Å resolution using multiple wavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD) data collected from a Yb3þ derivative with an average phasing power >7. Because this map is accurately phased, it can be used to model the structure directly, avoiding model bias. In addition to the five alternate conformations already modeled into this map, Ringer found rotameric peaks !0.3 r for an additional 11 residues (Fig. 5 ). This systematic identification of weak electron density features in an accurate, experimentally phased map supports the conclusion that the peaks are due to signal from low populations of alternate conformations rather than errors from model bias.
To explore the influence of truncating the Fourier transform, we calculated an electron density map (F calc / calc truncated at 1.1 Å ) directly from the RH4B model coordinates. The Ringer plots showed no evidence for alternate conformations in this calculated map (data not shown). These results indicated that the weak density signaled alternate sidechain conformations rather than truncation effects. Furthermore, the Ringer peaks are not the consequence of refinement procedures but instead correspond to alternate conformations present in the crystal lattice.
Discovery rate of alternate conformers depends on resolution
To explore the resolution-dependence of the Ringer peak discovery rate, we designed a test set of structures from 0.6 to 3.0 Å resolution. The discovery rate of unmodeled electron density features remains high throughout this data set [ Fig. 6(A) ]. However, as resolution decreases, the percentage of identified peaks that occur in rotameric positions also decreases [ Fig. 6(B) ]. These results suggest that Ringer can be applied to identify unmodeled electron density features in a wide range of resolutions but, as expected, the correlation of these features with alternate conformations gradually decreases beyond $2.0 Å . To further evaluate the sensitivity of Ringer, we analyzed a test set of perfectly phased, noise-free, simulated electron density maps in which we set the occupancy, B factor and resolution. In this set, a side chain in the structure of ubiquitin (PDB ID 1UBQ) was computationally mutated to an ensemble containing primary and secondary conformations. The occupancy for the conformations was explored in 10% increments between 10 and 50% over a range of resolution from 0.8 to 2.8 Å . The B factors of the altered residue were set to 15 or 30 Å 2 . This procedure was repeated for all side chains sampled by Ringer. For both B factors tested, Ringer identified peaks !0.3 r for all residues with 10% occupancy at 2.0 Å or higher resolution (data not shown). At 2.8 Å resolution, Ringer detected all side chains at 50% occupancy. These results coincide with the expectation that higher resolution data are needed to detect increasingly smaller populations of conformers.
Low-occupancy conformations provide functional insights: Calmodulin binding
To test whether the low-occupancy conformations in high-resolution structures provide biological insights in addition to structural information, we analyzed structures of the calcium sensor, calmodulin (CaM). Because the side-chain conformational dynamics of CaM underlie ligand binding through target-specific deformation of the binding pockets 32 and entropic contributions, 2 the exhaustive annotation of conformational diversity is essential to understand recognition specificity. We first analyzed the high-quality, 1.0 Å -resolution structure of the unbound form, which has one of the highest percentages (24.1%) of multiple side-chain conformations of all crystallographic models 32 (R/R-free 0.134/0.163; PDB ID 1EXR 32 ). Excluding these previously modeled conformers, Ringer identified evidence for unmodeled alternate rotamers of 22 additional residues. These minor conformations are distributed throughout the protein and enriched in some of the most compactly folded portions of the structure [ Fig. 7(A) ]. These results indicate that polymorphism is not confined to the surface of CaM but also is observed in areas that are critical for target peptide binding.
To investigate the functional relevance of these features, we compared the Ringer analyses for the unbound form of CaM and the high-resolution structure of CaM bound to smooth muscle myosin light chain kinase peptide (smMLCK; 1.08 Å ; R/R-free 0.144/0.165; PDB ID 2O5G). This peptide-bound structure has a similar resolution and noise level as the free CaM structure, making the electron density more amenable to direct comparisons. In the smMLCK peptide complex structure, only 8% of residues have alternate conformations included in the model. Excluding these residues, Ringer found evidence for unmodeled alternate conformations of an additional 34 residues. These results indicate that, even in the closed, bound form, CaM side chains access diverse structural ensembles. When comparing the free and peptide-bound CaM structures, many residues [i.e., Arg126; Fig.  7 (B.I)] showed only a single Ringer peak !0.3 r indicative of the transition between unique conformations in the free and peptide-bound forms. Other residues showed evidence for minor alternate conformations in only one structure. For example, the modeled v 1 angle of Ser38 changes from 80 in free CaM to 295 in the smMLCK complex. This shift would traditionally suggest that Ser38 undergoes local repacking upon smMLCK peptide binding. Ringer identified the primary peak at 80 in the unbound CaM structure, but also identified a secondary peak (0.56 r) at 290
. While the change in population of the side chain conformations cannot be determined without fully refining the structures, the pattern identified in the Ringer plots provides evidence that smMLCK peptide binding selects for a minor conformation of the unbound form rather than inducing local repacking [ Fig. 7 
(B.II)].
Ringer also detects shifts in ensembles of minor conformations, even when the primary conformation stays constant. In both the free and smMLCKpbound structures, for example, Asp22 is built with a v 1 angle of $70 . However, Ringer also detects evidence for side-chain structural polymorphism at v 1 ¼ 210 in the unbound form, which disappears upon peptide binding. Such changes have been proposed to dominate the overall entropy of peptide binding and underlie the compensation of entropic and enthalpic contributions to peptide recognition. 2 In general, the unmodeled alternate conformations identified by Ringer help explain the observed conformational plasticity of the CaM binding site and provide testable hypotheses about where residual side-chain entropy is distributed in the protein.
Discussion
In contrast to traditional crystallographic models, which generally represent proteins in ''unique'' conformations, direct sampling of the electron density using Ringer reveals evidence for numerous small populations of alternate conformers. When applied after refinement is considered complete, Ringer discovers polymorphism at over 3.5 times the frequency that is currently modeled in the PDB. Multiple conformers are found for >18% of unbranched residues in a test set of 402 high-resolution structures, in addition to the 5.1% that are already modeled. It should be emphasized that the 0.3 r cutoff applied here to identify alternate conformations is an operational threshold rather than an absolute lower electron density limit. Among the reasons for this characterization are that the noise level in electron density maps varies with phase accuracy and that 0.3 r represents a different absolute electron density in different structures. Additionally, backbone shifts can accommodate additional alternate conformations that fall outside the Ringer sampling radius. As a result, the degree of polymorphism detected by Ringer above 0.3 r may represent a lower estimate of the alternate structures that have escaped detection in high-resolution X-ray crystal structures. The alternate conformers revealed by Ringer have remained hidden because they occur at electron density levels (0.3-1.0 r) that are generally ignored during model building. Moreover, complex combinations of overlapping multiple conformations may escape visual recognition. Because new unsupervised modeling programs generally fit to higher values of electron density, even these methods may miss conformations detected by Ringer. From a statistical perspective, adding multiple conformers produces only small reductions in R factors, 22, 33 leading to concerns that the increased ratio of parameters to observations may not be justified and raising the question of how to validate each specific polymorphic model. However, the statistical enrichment of rotameric nonhydrogen Ringer peaks, the v 1 À v 2 correlation of minor peaks around long side chains, and the discovery of rotameric peaks in a wide range of maps provide a consistent interpretation of these weak features in terms of alternate rotamers missed by traditional, subjective model-building practices. Thus, unlike automated refinement methods, Ringer provides direct evidence that there is additional signal in high-resolution electron density maps not being captured by current modeling practices. Ringer enables automated, systematic identification of regions of conformational polymorphism. In contrast to manual methods, the program rapidly analyzes every residue in a model and applies consistent, objective criteria throughout the map to discover potentially polymorphic side chains. Peaks detected by Ringer currently require manual inspection and building of alternate conformers. Corroboration of individual alternate conformers should be obtained from F o -F c difference density, 4 coupled backbone shifts, 19 and connected electron density corresponding to the entire side chain (Fig. 5) . Nonrotameric peaks, which can arise from coupled mainchain shifts 19 or high-energy conformations, can be difficult to build by visual inspection. We suggest using Ringer iteratively with model building and occupancy refinement. Side-chain conformations added to the model to fit Ringer peaks should be validated by small improvements in map quality and interpretability, real space correlation coefficients between F c and F obs , the consistency of B values or R/R free values. New methods of displaying weak electron density and refining occupancies may be necessary for both manual and automatic building of accurate ensembles. The high prevalence of sidechain polymorphism also may require new methods of displaying protein models to adequately visualize (II) Ser38: the unbound structure has two electron-density peaks !0.3 r, and the minor peak is strongly enriched in the peptide complex. Selection of the secondary peak supports a population shift upon binding. (III) Asp22: the unbound structure shows two peaks !0.3 r. The secondary peak is absent in the smMLCK peptide complex, suggesting rigidification of this residue accompanies binding.
the alternate structures in intuitive and informative ways. More than a method for enhancing crystallographic refinement, Ringer is best used as a tool for systematically detecting low-occupancy structural features. The hidden conformational substates identified using Ringer provide clues to the functional roles of protein structural polymorphism and to assess the response of protein side-chain distributions to perturbations including ligand binding, temperature changes and mutations. In CaM, for example, Ringer identifies side chains that undergo conformational population inversions and side-chain rigidification upon peptide binding, linking the structure to dynamic properties. Similarly, in human proline isomerase, Ringer was used to define the nature of a coupled conformational switch in the freeenzyme that defines motions that occur during turnover. 4 In both cases, the alternate conformations identified by Ringer provided structural insights not available from any other experimental technique.
The energetic consequences of shifts in the populations of alternate conformations depend critically on coupling. Independent conformers, for example, would contribute significantly to the residual entropy of the folded state. 34, 35 In contrast, motional contributions to turnover, allosteric regulation and signal transmission in proteins are contingent on the coupling of side-chain conformations over significant distances. 36 Ringer does not by itself define the interdependence of alternate conformations. Additional criteria such as steric compatibility, similar occupancies across a network or information from other methods are required to assess the coupling of substates. Nonetheless, by providing evidence for the structures of alternate conformations, the residue-specific identification of alternate rotamers derived from Ringer analysis of electron-density maps has the potential to illuminate the atomic motions that govern macromolecular functions.
Materials and Methods
Data sets
Unless otherwise stated, PDB files and structure factors were downloaded from the PDB web-site (http://www.pdb.org) based on (a) the availability of the experimental X-ray amplitudes, (b) resolution 1.5 Å , (c) R factor 0.22, (d) lack of homology to other proteins in the test set, and (e) absence of nucleic acids. We were able to convert reflections and calculate omit maps 27 for a total of 402 structures. For test structures >1.5 Å resolution, PDB files and structure factors were filtered to remove metalloproteins. The remaining structures were clustered by homology and selected for uniqueness. Representatives were chosen randomly to give an average of 44 structures for each resolution bin.
To calculate electron density maps, the downloaded structure factors were converted into MTZ format. If structure amplitudes (F o ) were deposited, they were used directly. Otherwise, the structure intensities were converted into structure amplitudes. The deposited structures were used to calculate the structure factors (F c ) and phases to generate a 2F o -F c Bhat omit map with a grid spacing of one-third the resolution or finer. 27 Calculations were performed using the CCP4 suite of programs. 37 
Ringer
Ringer analyzes crystallographic electron density using atomic coordinate files in standard PDB format. The electron density maps can be computed from structure factors deposited in the PDB (as in this study), downloaded from the Uppsala Electron Density Server, 38 or calculated in the course of crystallographic refinement. Ringer reads electron density maps in CCP4, X-PLOR, and CNS file formats. The maps are expanded to ensure they cover the entire model. The r values in the map are scaled to ensure a mean electron density of 0 r and a standard deviation of 1 r. This scaling includes all voxels in the electron density, and it emulates the standard scaling in the commonly used modeling program, Coot.
39
Each v angle is defined based on the modeled side chains. v 1 angles are built starting at the backbone nitrogen. For residues with alternate conformations included in the model, the user has the option either to sample using the higher-occupancy conformation or to exclude the side chain from the analysis (skip_multi_conf). The bond length and angle used for moving the terminal atom (atom_sample_ type) are controlled by one of three options defined by the user to be constant, experimental, or dynamic. For ''constant'' sampling, v angles are sampled with a bond length of 1.53 Å and angle of 111.1 . For ''experimental'' sampling, the heavy atom used to sample the map is placed at the bond length and angle found in the model. For ''dynamic'' sampling, the terminal heavy atom is placed at the bond length and angle defined in the AMBER parm99 parameter set. 40 With all sampling options, dihedral angles that terminate in hydrogens are sampled with a standard sp 3 carbon bond length of 1.53 Å and angle of 111.1 . We used ''dynamic'' sampling for our studies except for Figure 4(B) , in which the v 2 angles were sampled using ''constant'' sampling.
The dihedral angles are systematically sampled by absolute torsion angle in user-defined increments (chi_sample_degree). The electron density at each point is extrapolated from the map electron density in Cartesian space by trilinear interpolation. The electron density (in units of r) is plotted versus the sampled v angles for peak identification. For this study, we used 10 increments as this was the coarsest sampling that still captured the critical features of the electron density plots (data not shown). In Figure 4 (B), we sampled in 1 increments to ensure most accurate placement of subsequent sampling rings.
Peaks are identified as the maxima in the plots of r versus v angle above the user-defined lower cutoff (lower_sigma_cutoff). Unless otherwise stated, we used 0.3 r. The peaks in order of height are called primary, secondary, tertiary, and so forth. The user has the option to write out the results to generate the Ringer plots for specific residues (plot_residue and write_sigma_plot) and the list of the identified peaks (write_peak_list).
The were generated using Chimera version 1.3. The code base is freely available for download for academic users (http://ucxray.berkeley.edu/ringer.htm).
